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People who are curious about
mental disorders (friends of those
who have disorders and the victims
themselves) may be at a loss as to
what they can do to help. 

Sadly, many do not have sufficient
knowledge to aid their friends/
themselves,  leading to a sense of
helplessness. Moreover, people
with mental health disorders are
often stigmatised due to the
various stereotypes surrounding
them. 

A ray of hope when you need help 

What is our
project about?

On the sub-theme of mental
wellness, we have developed an

app - a one-stop platform for
mental health support.

Why the issue
we’re trying to

solve is so
important: 

76%
of victims

68%
(respondents)

have�experienced�stigma

do�not�want�a�victim�to�marry�into
their�family�

are�unwilling�to�work�with�victims

don’t�want�to�socialise�with
victims�

58%
(respondents)

56%
(respondents)
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any relaxing activity about an
hour before bed helps creates
a smoother transition.

Anyone willing to know more
about mental health disorders!

 Mental health hotlines
 Tips on how users could help      
themselves/friends/children 
 Encouragement
 Help and support — hotlines of
organisations
 Health — symptoms of various
disorders + possible ways to
help 

It contains many resources such as:

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

We aim to educate everyone on the
conditions that they/their friends may
face, as well as teach them how to
better help themselves/their friends.
Simultaneously, the stigmatisation of
mental health conditions will be
reduced as more and more people
are aware of the struggles faced by
victims!

Rationale of
our app

Our target
audience

Details of our
app



It’s the 1st  
comprehensive appcompiling resources
in one place, andincludes elements to
uplift the user! 
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Scan for video   
demonstration
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